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Foreword 
 
This is the seventh conference in which I have acted as chair of the International Advisory Committee, 

and a member of the Organizational Committee. At the previous conference in Lancaster, England, I 

handed over my role as editor-in-chief and with this conference I am ending my participation except as 

an advisory role. Regrettably, I could not be at the conference in Lancaster, because my first wife 

Rica-Judith died while the conference was taking place. It was therefore of particular importance for 

me to chair the conference a final time in Columbia, South Carolina. 

Through the efforts of Marco Bozzo, and many members of the organizing committees over the years 

starting with the founding chair of the series Fredy Fridman, this conference has become increasingly 

important. It has become the place where many experimental groups choose to first announce 

important results rather than waiting for the “Rochester” conference that occurs soon afterwards. I 

believe that two features that I have emphasized have helped produce this result; rapid publication and 

careful refereeing of all papers. The editor-in-chief of the conference works very hard to ensure that 

the conference proceedings are received by the publisher by the end of November. In return, the 

publisher guarantees quick publication at most about 9 months after the end of the conference. Care is 

taken by the organizing committee to produce a conference and proceedings that is not only interesting 

and informative but also relevant and thematically coherent. This means a lot of effort to ensure the 

representation of all experimental groups active in the area of the conference, to provide relevant 

theoretical talks and to carefully screen abstracts of all presentations. As completed papers arrived, 

every paper is carefully reviewed by two members of the committee and some changes are made in 

most of the papers. In a few cases, major revisions have been required. The conference has also 

attempted to open opportunities for young physicists, discuss future experiments while providing 

plenty of opportunities for discussion within a general convivial atmosphere. To round out the 

program, the committee covers local expenses of some scientists who could only obtain travel 

expenses. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those, who helped make this conference a success 

over the years especially Marco Bozzo, Janis McKenna, Miguel Angel Sanchis-Lozano, and Nick 

Solomey.  

 
C. S. Kalman, conference chair 

Physics Department, Concordia University,  

Montreal, Quebec, H4B 1R6, Canada 

  



 

 

 

Preface 
 
It was a pleasure to host the 8th International Conference Charm, Beauty and Hyperons in Hadronic 

Interactions BEACH 2008 at the University of South Carolina, Columbia. The month of June at 

Carolina was made the warmer by the confluence of new acquaintances and old friends sharing a 

passion for this physics. 

We were honored to have Dr. Rose Booze, Interim Vice President for Research at USC, welcome the 

participants. We received delightful opening remarks from Professor Calvin Kalman, who at that point 

was retiring from many years as the guiding light of BEACH. There followed forty-seven invited 

plenary talks covering topics as diverse as heavy-quark spectroscopy, light mesons, lepton-nucleon 

scattering, and neutrino physics. We are indebted to Professor Patrizia Cenci for succinctly 

summarizing the broad range of physics presented at this conference. 

We gratefully acknowledge generous support from the US Department of Energy, USC's Office of 

Research and Health Sciences, the Office of the  Dean of USC's College of Arts and Sciences, the 

Department of Physics and Astronomy, and the City of Columbia. We thank the staff of Academic 

Enrichment and Conferences of USC who played a major role in the planning and logistics. We 

especially thank the Carolina students and Physics Department staff whose assistance was essential to 

the success of our secretariat. The baton of BEACH leadership passed at this meeting from Professor 

Calvin Kalman to Professor Marco Bozzo. We wish him the best in this challenging new role, and for 

starters we look forward to the hospitality of Perugia and the exciting program of BEACH 2010. 

 

Professors Sanjib R. Mishra and Carl Rosenfeld 

Department of Physics & Astronomy, University of South Carolina, 

Columbia, SC, USA 

 

 
The Organizing Committee  

(from left: M. Purohit, S. Mishra, M. Bozzo, C. Rosenfeld, C. Kalman, N. Solomey) 



 

 
 

 

 

In Memoriam: Carlo Caso, a Colleague and a Friend. 
 

Carlo Caso has left us, after having struggled against a strong 

disease with courage for a long year; he had succeeded also in 

recovering partially, coming back to work with his usual 

enthusiasm and inducing all of us to hope that he was getting 

out of his problems. 

 

Carlo obtained his Laurea degree at the University of Genoa in 

1964 in the group led by Professor Giovannina Tommasini and 

since then he devoted his scientific activity to particle physics, 

performing experiments at CERN, where he spent time also as 

Fellow and Scientific Associate. 

At the beginning, within the Genoa Group, he did research with 

liquid hydrogen bubble chambers in order to study the 

properties of the production and decay of both baryon and 

meson resonances. He then participated to the European Hybrid 

Spectrometer collaboration (EHS), obtaining many important 

results, among which the first high precision measurement of the lifetime of the charmed D-mesons.  

With the arrival of LEP Carlo and his group shared the big adventure of the DELPHI experiment with 

the design and construction of a large number of modules for the electromagnetic calorimeter HPC 

and many significant contributions to the experiment regarding the physics of beauty and the search 

for the Higgs boson. 

 

After LEP Carlo devoted himself entirely to the preparation of the experimental activity at the new 

CERN Collider, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC); the Genoa group was strongly involved in the 

design and construction of the vertex detector of the ATLAS experiment, and Carlo has given 

important personal contributions to this activity. Unfortunately, LHC has just started and Carlo will 

not be present to enjoy the results of his work in these last years. 

Particularly important to Carlo was his activity as a member of the Particle Data Group: he had 

worked with passion in this group since 1988 and was the reference person for the gauge boson sector. 

He was very proud of this activity and his contributions have always been recognized by the particle 

physics community.  

 

Carlo‟s teaching activity has been very relevant with courses ranging from basic experimental physics 

for various programs of the Faculty of Science of our University, to advanced topics in particle 

physics, and to the training of a large number of students for their Laurea or Ph. D. degrees in Physics.  

Not unexpectedly he has always transmitted his enthusiasm and his curiosity for physics to all his 

students. 

 



Carlo was also part in many Official Academic Committees, such as the Physics Committee of the 

Italian National University Council (CUN) and the Academic Senate of the University of Genoa; he 

had been called by the President of the Genoa University to chair „The University Initiative for 

Informatics‟. Furthermore in recent years Carlo had accepted to be President of the Genoa University 

Circle, the University staff club that organizes cultural and sport activities. With his natural 

enthusiasm Carlo had given a new impulse to the club, especially with respect to sport activities and 

opening new sections. Carlo himself was a sportsman: his interests were mainly ski and tennis, but his 

great passion was sailing, an activity which I shared with him for many years. He often said: “Two 

things I like, physics and sailing”. 

 

Carlo will be deeply missed by all of us who had the opportunity of knowing his strong enthusiasm 

and his deep involvement in work where he was really a driving force.  

An important part of Carlo‟s life was certainly his beloved and affectionate family, his wife Lella and 

his daughters Alessandra and Raffaella. We are well conscious of the sadness that he left in them and 

we hope that they will feel how deeply we share such sadness. 

 

 

Professor Mauro Giannini 

Department Head 

Physics Department – University of Genoa, Genoa, Italy 
 

Carlo Caso started his long association with the Conference Serie giving the Summary talk in Montreal in 1996, 

and organized the conference in Genoa in 1998. Since then he was a member of the Advisory Committee and one 

of the Editors of the Proceedings. 
 

 



 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 


